Introduction
Acetonitrile (CH 3 CN), also known as methyl cyanide, is a minor constituent of the Earth's atmosphere. Biomass burning is the dominant source (up to 90-95 %) of acetonitrile emissions (de Gouw et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003) , with ocean uptake believed to be the dominant sink. Chemical loss is primarily through the reaction with the hydroxyl radical, which is rather slow; this is the dominant sink in the stratosphere. The total atmospheric lifetime of acetonitrile is in the order of six months Li et al., 2003) , making this molecule a useful tracer for biomass burning. In situ observations of tropospheric acetonitrile have indicated typical background levels of 50-200 ppt (parts per trillion). In regions of forest fire activity, tropospheric mixing ratios are significantly enhanced (de Gouw et al., 2003) .
Early in situ measurements of acetonitrile are somewhat contradictory, and significantly lower than more recent measurements; see Schneider et al. (1997) for an in depth discussion. A number of early studies made use of the ionmolecule reaction mass spectrometry (IMRMS) technique, in which the detection relies on the ion-molecule reaction in which a CH 3 CN molecule displaces one water ligand from a hydrated H + (H 2 O) n cluster. Unfortunately, the reverse reaction becomes more efficient at higher water vapour abundance and ion hydration, which increases with relative humidity. For this reason it is expected that IMRMS measurements in the troposphere and near the tropopause will be underestimated (Schneider et al., 1997) , but not measurements in the stratosphere. Comparisons with these early measurements need to be made with care. More recent in situ techniques used to measure acetonitrile abundances, including proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (de Gouw et al., 2003) and gas chromatography , are more robust.
Knowledge of the global acetonitrile budget is incomplete and not well constrained . For example, there is uncertainty in the role played by the ocean. Sanhueza et al. (2004) suggest that the ocean acts as an acetonitrile reservoir; perhaps gas-phase acetonitrile dissolves in cold seawater and is released back into the atmosphere by warm, tropical seawater.
It is difficult to address these problems because there are very few in situ data currently available on the atmospheric distribution of acetonitrile, and even less oceanic data. However, the recent ability of satellite instruments to take global measurements of acetonitrile holds great promise to provide better quantification of the global budget. The first satellite measurements of acetonitrile in the Earth's atmosphere were taken in the 1990s by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (Livesey et al., 2001 (Livesey et al., , 2004 . More recently, acetonitrile has been observed by the MLS instrument on the Aura satellite (version 2.2 data product) in biomass-burning plumes associated with the large bush fires which occurred in southeast Australia in February 2009 ; a new version 3.3 MLS acetonitrile data product is now available. The first infrared remote sensing measurements of acetonitrile were taken by the balloon-borne MkIV interferometer; atmospheric profiles were retrieved from solar occultation spectra recorded for 12 balloon flights between 1993 and 2004 (Kleinböhl et al., 2005) .
This work presents the first infrared remote sensing measurements of acetonitrile from orbit; these are used to provide the first near-global distribution of acetonitrile in the lower stratosphere, and an estimate of the stratospheric lifetime.
Infrared spectroscopy of acetonitrile
Retrieving concentration profiles from infrared atmospheric spectra recorded by satellite-borne instruments requires accurate laboratory spectroscopic measurements covering the appropriate range of atmospheric temperatures and pressures, and recorded at a sufficient resolution, determined by the Doppler or pressure broadening, to resolve all the molecular features. Until recently, the only available CH 3 CN/synthetic dry air infrared cross sections were limited to three low-resolution (0.1125 cm −1 ) composite spectra over the region 600-6500 cm −1 , with sample temperatures 276, 298, and 323 K and pressures made up to 760 Torr with N 2 as broadening gas. Despite not extending over the range of temperatures and pressures found in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) and having been recorded at low resolution (and due to the lack of any alternatives), these spectra were used to derive a pseudo-linelist between 870 and 1650 cm −1 , which was used to retrieve atmospheric profiles of CH 3 CN from solar occultation spectra recorded by the MkIV balloon-borne interferometer (Kleinböhl et al., 2005) . (Note that pseudolines are "effective" spectral lines that empirically reproduce the pressure-and temperature-dependencies of spectral absorption.) By their very nature, these pseudo-lines must extrapolate to lower temperatures and pressures; the errors in these lines are determined by the assumptions made for the pressure-broadening and pressure-shift parameters, and the partition function. This extrapolation undoubtedly contributes to the overall acetonitrile retrieval error in this previous study.
Recently, a set of high-resolution (0.015 cm −1 ) infrared absorption cross sections for acetonitrile/synthetic dry air in the 880-1700 cm −1 spectral region (Harrison and Bernath, 2012) has been made available to the remote-sensing community; this dataset is included in the recent HITRAN2012 compilation (www.hitran.com). The cross sections cover a number of temperatures between 203 and 297 K and air-broadening pressures appropriate for UTLS conditions. These are the only low temperature quantitative measurements available for atmospheric remote-sensing purposes. Experimentally, these measurements are difficult due to the low vapour pressure of acetonitrile at low temperatures and the requirement for long optical pathlengths to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratios.
Retrieval of acetonitrile from ACE-FTS spectra
The ACE-FTS instrument, which covers the spectral region 750-4400 cm −1 with a resolution of 0.02 cm −1 , uses the sun as a light source to record atmospheric limb spectra during sunrise and sunset ("solar occultation"). Transmittance spectra are obtained by ratioing against exoatmospheric solar spectra measured during each orbit. These spectra, with high signal-to-noise ratios, are recorded through long atmospheric limb paths (∼ 300 km effective length), thus providing a low detection threshold for trace species. ACE has an excellent vertical resolution of about 2-3 km in the troposphere and can measure up to 30 occultations per day, with each occultation sampling the atmosphere from 150 km down to the cloud tops (or 5 km in the absence of clouds). The locations of ACE occultations are dictated by the low Earth circular orbit of the SCISAT-1 satellite and the relative position of the sun. Over the course of a year, the ACE-FTS records atmospheric spectra over a large portion of the globe .
Version 3.0 of the ACE-FTS retrieval software was used for the CH 3 CN VMR (volume mixing ratio) retrievals. Vertical profiles of trace gases (along with temperature and pressure) are derived from the recorded transmittance spectra via a nonlinear least squares global fit to the selected spectral region(s) for all measurements within the altitude range of interest. CH 3 CN retrievals were performed using a microwindow from 1462.96 to 1463.60 cm −1 , with atmospheric pressure and temperature profiles, and the tangent heights of the measurements taken from the v3.0 processing of the ACE-FTS data. The abundance of molecules with absorption features in the microwindow (CH 4 , 13 (Rothman et al., 2005) , except for CH 3 CN (see Sect. 2), C 2 H 6 (Di Lauro et al., 2012) , and some of the CH 4 line parameters (Kleinböhl et al., 2005) .
The lower altitude of the CH 3 CN retrieval is limited by the saturation at low altitudes of water vapour spectral lines close to the chosen microwindow, in particular the strong line at 1464.90506 cm −1 . This limit was chosen as 13-2 sin 2 (latitude • ) km, a phenomenological expression reflecting the observation that ACE-FTS spectra were unusable below 11 km at the poles and below 13 km at the Equator. Furthermore, a quadratic baseline term was added to the forward Fig. 1 . The retrieval microwindows for ACE-FTS occultations sr11824 and ss27684. The top panels show the transmittance spectra at tangent heights of 14.3 and 15.9 km, respectively. The second panels reveal the calculated contribution to each measurement based on the retrieved VMR (< 2 %). The third panels give the observed-calculated residuals for both retrievals without the inclusion of acetonitrile in the forward model. The bottom panels contain the observed-calculated residuals.
model to minimise residuals arising from non-Voigt lineshape of the water lines; such an approach was deemed satisfactory for the narrow microwindow chosen. The upper altitude was set at 30-5 sin 2 (latitude • ) km, accounting for the fact that non-zero CH 3 CN VMRs extend to higher altitudes in the tropical region.
Two ACE-FTS transmittance spectra are plotted in the top panels in Fig. 1 . The first of these comes from occultation sr11824 (recorded on 23 October 2005 west of Cape Verde, off the coast of Western Africa) at a tangent height of 14.3 km; the second from occultation ss27684 (recorded on 3 October 2008 over the Pacific Ocean, ∼ 100 km east of Christchurch, New Zealand) at a tangent height of 15.9 km. The three strong lines clearly observed are due to absorption of CH 4 . The second panels reveal the calculated contribution to each measurement based on the retrieved VMR (< 2 %). The third panels give the observed-calculated residuals for both retrievals without the inclusion of acetonitrile in the forward model; the shape of these residuals matches well with the calculated acetonitrile contribution. The bottom panels contain the observed-calculated residuals, indicating the goodness of the fit.
Retrieval errors
For a single ACE profile, the 1σ statistical fitting errors at each altitude are comparable to the magnitude of the retrieved CH 3 CN VMRs. Such errors are random in nature and are largely determined by the measured signal-to-noise ratios of the ACE-FTS spectra, i.e. measurement noise. There are a number of reasons for this large random error contribution.
The retrieval relies on one sharp, narrow feature (the r Q 0 branch of the ν 6 band) in the acetonitrile infrared spectrum, located within the 1462.96-1463.60 cm −1 microwindow. This is the strongest feature in the spectrum, and the only feature appropriate for quantitative analysis.
Whereas the large measurement noise prevents meaningful comparisons between single VMR profiles, comparisons are possible between suitable sets of average or median profiles. In this work, the median statistic is preferred because it is less sensitive to extreme VMR outliers. For filtered median profiles, such as those described in the following section, the random errors become small and the systematic errors dominate. In previous ACE-FTS data studies, systematic errors have been determined by perturbing various parameters in turn (e.g. retrieved altitude and temperature) by their 1σ uncertainties and re-running the retrieval for small subsets of occultations. For the present case, it would be necessary to process thousands of occultations in such a way, then average them in order to reduce the random error contribution. Instead of using this approach, which is time consuming, it was decided to estimate the systematic errors on the basis of similar studies for methanol (Dufour et al., 2006) , formic acid (González Abad et al., 2009) , and PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate) (Tereszchuk et al., 2013) .
Spectroscopic sources of systematic error predominantly arise from the acetonitrile absorption cross sections (∼ 6 %), with minor contributions from interfering species in the microwindow, CH 4 and H 2 O. Kleinböhl et al. (2005) attributed errors of 2.5 and 1 % to CH 4 and H 2 O, respectively, to the MkIV acetonitrile retrievals. The ACE-FTS microwindow is narrower than used in the previous work, making use of fewer CH 4 lines; in the present case, the contribution due to poor CH 4 line parameters is likely closer to ∼ 1 %. The addition of a quadratic baseline term and the use of a narrow microwindow are expected to minimise errors associated with bad residuals near the wing of the strong H 2 O line at 1464.90506 cm −1 ; an uncertainty ∼ 0.5 % is anticipated. Note that using a narrower microwindow increases the uncertainty in the spectral baseline slightly, but this simply contributes to the random error of the retrieval. Additional sources of systematic error arise from pointing (tangent height 1σ uncertainty of 150 m), temperature (1σ uncertainty of 2 K) and instrumental line shape (ILS; 5 % perturbation in field of view). It is expected that pointing and temperature errors are ∼ 10 % each at most, with ILS errors ∼ 2 %. Taking the square root of the sum of these squared 1σ uncertainties gives an overall systematic error of ∼ 16 %.
Global distribution and vertical profiles
The large random error contribution to the retrieved CH 3 CN VMRs (Sect. 4) and the limited global coverage of the ACE-FTS instrument (a maximum of 30 measurements per day, and most of these at high latitudes) make it very difficult to quantify the CH 3 CN variability due to biomass burning; occasionally the ACE-FTS directly samples biomass burning plumes. As a result, this work focuses only on acetonitrile background concentrations.
In total 26 938 ACE occultations between 2004 and 2011 were processed. In order to obtain global distributions indicative of background concentrations, these were filtered to remove 3430 occultations that sample biomass burning plumes using the criterion established by Tereszchuk et al. (2011) . Briefly, any occultation with enhanced tropospheric hydrogen cyanide (HCN) concentrations (≥ 350 ppt) relative to the background (typically ∼ 225-250 ppt) was considered to have sampled a plume. HCN is particularly suitable for this purpose because it is emitted almost entirely from biomass burning and has an atmospheric lifetime of ∼ five months.
The remaining occultations were then classified using scaled potential vorticities and equivalent latitude-vortex edge distances from ACE derived meteorological products (DMPs) (Manney et al., 2007) in a similar approach to that adopted by ; 6625 occultations located inside or on the edge of a polar vortex were removed from the dataset. Such occultations have perturbed profiles due to the significant diabatic descent of air. The SCISAT-1 orbit results in a large number of occultations at high latitudes, and discarding a number of these has no detrimental effect on global sampling. The remaining 16 883 "extravortex" occultations were filtered to remove significant outliers.
Median ACE CH 3 CN profiles were determined in 10 • latitude bins for these 16 883 occultations (see Fig. 2 ). Plots for individual years indicate that any inter-annual variability is well within the error bars. Therefore all data were plotted together, thus reducing the random noise contribution to the profiles. The 18 latitude bins from −90 to 90 • contain 224, 412, 2736, 1463, 687, 417, 325, 321, 336, 352, 295, 307, 466, 891, 1780, 3827, 1309 and 735 occultations, respectively, illustrating the uneven distribution of data, with about 40 % lying in five of the latitude bins (−70 to −50 • , and 50 to 80 • ). Errors at each altitude are taken as one median absolute deviation (MAD) of the VMR distribution for the filtered dataset. (For a dataset, the MAD is defined as the median of the absolute deviations from the data's median. It measures the spread of values within a dataset but with outliers given less weighting than they are when using the standard deviation.) The distribution of acetonitrile VMRs in each bin at each altitude is approximately random (Gaussian). All the profiles in Fig. 2 show median VMRs between 110 and 160 ppt at the lowest altitudes, which decrease as altitude increases. This drop-off with altitude occurs more rapidly in the high-latitude/polar regions, with acetonitrile VMRs dropping to zero by ∼ 25 km. In the midlatitude/tropical regions, acetonitrile still persists in small quantities (∼ 50 ppt) at the top of the retrieval range (30 km). This reflects the larger acetonitrile concentrations near the equator, where biomass burning activity is most prevalent, and the large-scale circulation of air around the globe, in which tropospheric air ascends into the stratosphere over the tropics and descends into the troposphere towards the poles.
Altitude-latitude cross sections are plotted in Fig. 3 for the four "seasons", DJF (December, January, February), MAM (March, April, May), JJA (June, July, August) and SON (September, October, November). ACE-FTS VMRs used are the averages of all filtered data at each altitude within 5 • latitude bins. The slight hemispherical asymmetry in the plots points to a small seasonal variation in acetonitrile background concentrations. In particular, there are slightly higher background levels in the Southern Hemisphere during December to May, and slightly higher levels in the Northern Hemisphere from July to November. This seasonal variability is believed to result from seasonal biomass burning contributions coupled with the six-month atmospheric lifetime. CH 3 CN measurements below 11 km at the poles and below 13 km at the Equator would allow firmer conclusions to be drawn, however, as mentioned earlier, the retrieval is limited by the saturation of a nearby spectral line of water at these altitudes. Note that most of the measurements plotted in Fig. 3 are above the tropopause, apart from those for the lowest few kilometres near the tropics, which are below. The position of the tropopause can vary slightly between different measurements within the same latitude band.
Comparison with other measurements
There are no airborne measurements of acetonitrile near the tropopause or in the lower stratosphere that can be used to provide a true validation of the ACE-FTS measurements. However, several datasets are available that can provide a useful consistency check. Mass-spectrometric measurements in the lower stratosphere were made as part of the STREAM project (Stratosphere-Troposphere Experiment by Aircraft Measurements), during the SESAME (Second European Stratospheric Arctic and Midlatitude Experiment) campaign (Schneider et al., 1997) . The flights took place over northern Scandinavia on 9, 18, 21, and 24 February 1995, covering heights up to 12.8 km and latitudes between 62 and 73 • N. Gas-chromatographic measurements were made during the TRACE-P (Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific) campaign (25 February to 10 April 2001) over the Pacific troposphere from 0.1 to 12 km over a region that extended from 10 to 45 • N latitude . As discussed in Sect. 5, ACE acetonitrile measurements show very little variation from year to year. Thus, a comparison with airborne measurements taken over different time periods is still useful. In Fig. 4 TRACE-P data in the upper troposphere (10-12 km), taken directly from Fig. 2 of Singh et al. (2003) , and STREAM data in the lower stratosphere, taken directly from Fig. 3 of Schneider et al. (1997) (with appropriate adjustment of the altitude scale) are each compared with a median ACE profile over the appropriate latitude range. If ACE VMRs are extrapolated to the altitudes of the airborne measurements, the agreement between datasets is rather good. Figure 4 also contains a comparison of the average of six MkIV profiles between 33 and 36 • N (1993-1996 and 2003-2004) , taken directly from Fig. 2 of Kleinböhl et al. (2005) , with a median ACE profile over the same latitude range. Although the two profiles agree within experimental error, the VMRs for each dataset drop off at different rates with increasing altitude. It is possible that the MkIV retrievals are subject to a small altitude-dependent bias arising from the use of pseudo-lines and the associated errors in extrapolating to low atmospheric temperatures and pressures from a set of spectra recorded at relatively high temperatures and pressures.
As mentioned in the introduction, the only previous satellite measurements of acetonitrile in the atmosphere come (1993-1996 and 2003-2004) , taken directly from Fig. 2 of Kleinböhl et al. (2005) , superimposed on a median ACE profile over the same latitude range.
from the MLS instruments on UARS and Aura. The first MLS-UARS measurements (Livesey et al., 2001) in the stratosphere (∼ 20 to ∼ 50 km) from the 1990s do not exceed 50-60 ppt; peak values of 50-60 ppt were observed exclusively in the tropical stratosphere around ∼ 25-30 km. To explain this persistent peak in the tropical profiles, the authors suggested a stratospheric source of CH 3 CN in the tropics. Inspection of the tropical ACE-FTS profiles in Fig. 2 provides no evidence for a stratospheric source. This seems to indicate retrieval errors in the earlier MLS work.
The v2.2 MLS-Aura CH 3 CN data product, derived from radiances measured by the radiometer centred near 190 GHz, was not recommended for use in scientific studies. However the latest v3.3 product, using measurements from the 640 GHz radiometer, is considered to be of better quality and reliability. Although these data have never been validated, only those measurements over the altitude range 46-1.0 hPa (∼ 20-50 km) are recommended for scientific studies (except in the winter polar vortex regions) . Preliminary comparisons with results from a twodimensional chemistry transport model indicate that the v3.3 VMRs are biased substantially high in the lower stratosphere (147-68 hPa). A detailed comparison with ACE-FTS data below ∼ 20 km is, therefore, rather meaningless. The v3.3 MLS CH 3 CN measurements do not feature the ∼ 25-30 km peak in the tropical profiles, however they appear to be biased higher than ACE and MkIV, particularly at the lower end of the common altitude range (∼ 20-30 km). Fig. 2 indicates that this MLS data are biased too high. This preliminary comparison suggests that the v3.3 VMRs are biased over a larger altitude range than just 147-68 hPa, the range acknowledged in the aforementioned document. Until this MLS retrieval scheme is revisited, a full validation of the ACE-FTS data cannot be carried out.
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Stratospheric lifetime
The decrease in acetonitrile VMR from 160 to 110 ppt measured by Schneider et al. (1997) between 1.0 and 4.2 km above the tropopause led them to conclude that the stratospheric lifetime of CH 3 CN is about 1 yr, shorter than previously thought. To explain this they suggested an additional stratospheric sink, perhaps the ion-catalysed conversion of CH 3 CN to HCN. Kleinböhl et al. (2005) later concluded from MkIV profile measurements that the lifetime in the lower stratosphere is about 10-20 yr, that the proposed ionmolecule reactions do not play a major role in acetonitrile loss processes, and that the gas-phase loss mechanisms are fully adequate to explain the abundance of CH 3 CN in the stratosphere. In order to estimate the stratospheric lifetime of acetonitrile from ACE-FTS measurements, the method of Plumb and Ko (1992) is used. Stratospheric species with lifetimes long compared to horizontal and vertical transport timescales are linearly correlated in the lower stratosphere according to the equation
where τ 1 and τ 2 are the stratospheric lifetimes of species 1 and 2 respectively, σ 1 and σ 2 are their mixing ratios (representative of tropospheric concentrations), and dσ 2 / dσ 1 is the gradient of their linear correlation. Since reaction with OH is the principal stratospheric sink of acetonitrile and since this reaction is rather slow , it is expected to have a comparatively long lifetime. ACE observations of CH 3 CN and CFC-11, a chlorofluorocarbon with a stratospheric lifetime of 56 yr (Douglass et al., 2008) , associated with the 16 883 filtered occultation measurements were used for this correlation. In order to minimise the random error contribution associated with the CH 3 CN VMRs and to remove the effects of the ACE-FTS highlatitude sampling bias, data were binned in 10 • latitude increments; the median VMRs in each bin were plotted against each other, with errors given as ±1.0 MAD of these median values. ACE-FTS data within the latitude ranges 30-90 • S and 30-90 • N and altitude range 13.5-24.5 km, i.e. excluding data from the tropics (Volk et al., 1997) , are plotted in Fig. 5 , revealing a clear correlation between CH 3 CN and CFC-11 VMRs. (For the sake of clarity, error bars are not included in the plot.)
Since the lifetime of CFC-11 is well known, the linear correlation can be used to estimate the stratospheric lifetime of acetonitrile. Note that the VMRs of CFC-11 have slowly decreased in the stratosphere by ∼ 6 % from 2004 to 2011 (Brown et al., 2011) ; the value of σ CFC-11 was taken as the average (245.15 ppt) of the 2007/2008 annual mean mole fractions in Table 1 -1 of the WMO report (Montzka et al., 2011) . The error introduced into the calculation by this approximation is deemed minor compared to other error sources, the largest being the CH 3 CN VMRs. The value of σ CH3CN is assumed to be 150 ppt. A linear regression appropriate for data with errors in both x and y was performed; a slope of 0.470 was obtained, from which a stratospheric lifetime of 73 ± 20 yr was derived, longer than the estimate of ∼ 10-20 yr made by Kleinböhl et al. (2005) . This long stratospheric lifetime indicates that the tropospheric lifetime of CH 3 CN is approximately equal to the total atmospheric lifetime of ∼ six months Li et al., 2003) . Note that in the event of the CFC-11 stratospheric lifetime being revised, the derived value of 73 yr should be adjusted by a factor of (new CFC-11 lifetime)/56.
Conclusions
For the first time, infrared satellite remote-sensing measurements of acetonitrile have been taken in the Earth's atmosphere by the ACE-FTS instrument. The retrieval scheme uses new quantitative laboratory spectroscopic measurements of acetonitrile (Harrison and Bernath, 2012) . These measurements have been used to determine the first global distribution of CH 3 CN in the lower stratosphere. Median ACE-FTS profiles in 10 • latitude bins show a steady decline in volume mixing ratio from ∼ 150 ppt at 11.5 km to < 40 ppt at 25.5-29.5 km. Available air-and balloon-borne data in the lower stratosphere agree well with ACE-FTS measurements. An acetonitrile stratospheric lifetime of 73 ± 20 yr has been determined.
